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1. BEFORE USING THE EQUIPMENT, SECURITY AND CHARACTERISTICS.

 This cushion comprises of a pneumatic LARZEP valve: type "AZN6100" or “AZN6501” and LARZEP hose: type "AZN", being able to combine according to 

dimensions and pressure of the cushion, and length of the hose. LARZEP, S.A. makes possible the obtaining of these components separately. It is

recommendable that each component is adapted for the correct execution of the wished application.
 For the correct use of the valve, the following indications of use are due to consider: 

 Use protective devices as they can be: gloves, boots, and face protection

 Verify diameter of the air connection and do not use devices that does not adapt to them. 
 Verify that the length of the hose is adapted to your necessities, that is completely straight and without torsions to facilitate the passage of the air.

Avoid the overpressure. Control with the pressure gauge that the pressure NEVER exceeds 8 bar. In case that all surface of the cushion is not used to 
elevate the load or this is not uniform, it is recommended the use of a platform between cushion and load, to optimize the benefits of the same one. 

LARZEP, S.A. is not responsible of the injuries and damages resulting from the unsafe product use, lack of maintenance, the abuse, illegal use, or 

contingency not covered by law of these instructions. 

CUSHION: 

Air cushion made of friction resistant material. Excellent for lifting loads at reduces spaces. 

REFERENCE AA00617 AA01423 AA01928 AA03034 AA04341 AA06550 

MAXIMUM CAPACITY 6072 Kg 14052 Kg 19208 Kg 30258 Kg 43218 Kg 65448 Kg 

STROKE 175 mm 235 mm 280 mm 345 mm 410 mm 500 mm 

VOLUME 4,5 L 11,7 L 23,4 L 41,4 L 72,0 L 139,5 L 

DIMENSIONS 300x300x28 420x420x28 510x510x28 620x620x28 750x750x28 920x920x28 

HOSES   VALVE 

2. WARRANTY.

LARZEP, S.A. guarantees its products against all design and manufacturing defects for the durations of two years from the date of purchase. This guarantee does not 

include the ordinary wear of both metal and non-metal parts, abuse, using the equipment beyond its rated capacity and any wear or damage incurred as a result of 

using a hydraulic fluid which is not recommended by LARZEP, S.A. 

Please note that if the equipment is disassembled or serviced by anyone other than an authorized service dealer or by LARZEP, S.A., this guarantee is rendered null 

and void. 
In the event of a warranty claim, return the equipment, to LARZEP, S.A. or the authorized dealer which sold you the hydraulic equipment, LARZEP, S.A. will 

repair or replace the faulty equipment, whichever is deemed most appropriate. LARZEP, S.A. shall not be held liable for any consequential damages or losses, 

which may occur as a result of faulty equipment 

3. START UP.

1. Place the stop valve (2) in closed position (horizontal position with respect to figure 1). 

2. Make the air connection through the fast plug (1) to AZN6100 valve.
3. Open the stop valve (2) (vertical position with respect to the figure 1).

4. Turn the handle of the directional valve (4) until its vertical position, this way the air goes directly towards the lifting cushion.

5. Control with the gauge (8) that the pressure does not exceed of 8 bar. To such aim, the valve also has the pressure limiter valve (7) rated on factory,
that avoids the overpressure.

6. If the cushion; although it is not swollen to its entire capacity, has reached the position you wish; you will be able to keep this position maintaining 

the directional valve (4) opened and closing the stop valve (2); i.e., placing it in horizontal position, which prevents the passage of the air, being the 
check valve the one that maintains the pressure.

7. To deflate the lifting cushion, place the handle of the directional valve in horizontal position (4); the silencer will expel the air.

REFERENCE OUTLET 

AZN6100 1 OUTLET 

AZN6501 2 OUTLET 

REFERENCE LENGHT 

AZN2020 2 m 

AZN2040 4 m 

AZN2100 10 m 
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 Fig. 1 Pneumatic valve. AZN6100 

1. Air connection.  DIMENSIONS OF THE VALVE 

2. Stop valve

3. Check valve

4. Directional valve

5. Silencer

6. Hose connection

7. Pressure limit valve

8. Gauge

4. MAINTENANCE.

The main cause of failures in lifting cushion is due to the dirt.  For that reason, is recommended to clean the valve and its connections periodically. 

Avoid the storage of the full field equipment, or solely the valve, in places with extreme dirt or conditions of temperature. 

PROBLEMS DAMAGES SOLUTION 

- It does not maintain the load. - Dirt in the air connection, that finishes stagnating 

in the check valve.

- Make sure that the hose; or the device to 

connect they, are cleaned.

- The cushion does not loose pressure. - The air does not return because the filter of the 
silencer is dirty.

- Unscrew the silencer and clean/replace filter.

- The cushion does not inflate 

completely.

- The inlet air pressure of the cushion is smaller than 

8 bar. 

- Verify the working pressure, it must be 8 bar. 

In general, the maintenance is simple and it is solved maintaining the order and the cleaning. Any other failure that could have, must be consulted with an authorized 
distributor or with LARZEP, S.A., they have the qualified personnel and spare parts necessary to extend the utility life of lifting cushions.  

Width    206 mm 

Length 155 mm 

Depth      95 mm 
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5. DECLARATION OF CONFORMITY.
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